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Abstract. In this paper all pointwise transformations converting every linear system of 
differential equations of the first order into a system of the same kind or into a single scalar 
equation of the first order are found. 
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1. I N T R O D U C T I O N 
Let us consider matrix linear differential equations 
(i) r = p(x) Y, 
where P is a continuous function on an open interval with values in the set of all 
nxtt-matrices and Y is an rtxw-matrix. The aim of this paper is to describe all 
pointwise transformations 
m t = 7\(x, Y), 
K} z = T2(X, n 
converting every equation of the form (1) in variables x, Y into an equation of the 
same type in variables / and Z. Let us remember some known examples of such 
transformations (x, Y) -* (t, Z). 
The transformation (x, Y) -+ (x, (T"1)*), defined for all regular matrices 
(* stands for the transpose), converts the equation (1) into the adjoint equation 
Z' = -P\i)Z. 
The transformation (x, Y) -»(x, (det Y)x Y), defined for all matrices with 
positive determinant and X e R, converts the equation (1) into the equation 
Z' = OUrP(0 + P(0)Z, 
where tr denotes the trace of a matrix. 
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Further examples are the transformations (x, Y) -+ (fc(x), M(x) Y) and (JC, Y) -* 
«-+ (x, FC), where fc is a real function and M is an w x w-matrix function with some 
addititional properties, C is a regular matrix. 
The main result, the exact formulation of which is given in the following section, 
states that every pointwise transformation that converts every equation (1) with 
a coefficient P(x) of the form 
0 1 0 ... 0 \ 
0 0 1 ... 0 \ 
0 0 0 ... 1 J 
Po(*) PiW Pi(x) ••• A,-i(*)/ 
into an equation (1) arises only as a composition of the four types of transforma-
tions mentioned above. The third section contains several lemmas the proof of the 
main theorem is based on. The proof itself is given in the next section. With the 
aid of Lemma 1 the problem to describe all pointwise transformations is converted 
into the task to find all monomorphisms of the group GL*(R). In section 5 the 
same method is applied to describe all pointwise transformations of the equa-
tions (1), where the solution is considered in the form of column vector. In the 
last section a further application of these methods yields the description of all 
pointwise transformations converting every equation (1) into a single (scalar) 
linear differential equation of the first order. 
2. N O T A T I O N A N D MAIN R E S U L T 
Let n ^ 1 be an integer, let r ^ 0 be an integer or oo and let / and J be open 
intervals. The set of all real n x /z-matrices will be denoted as M„. The symbol L„ 
will be used for the subset of M„ consisting of all matrices of the form (3). The 
symbol GI^ will stand for the group of real regular n x ^-matrices with usual 
multiplication. However, sometimes GLW will be considered only as the set of 
regular matrices. The same holds for its subgroups GL* of all real n x ^-matrices 
with positive determinants and SL„ of all real n x ^-matrices with determinants 1. 
The set of all real n x ̂ -matrices with negative determinants will be denoted 
as GL~. The symbols E, tr, det, ~1, *, R+ will stand for the unit matrix, the trace, 
the determinant, the inverse, the transpose and the set of real numbers, respectively. 
For our purpose the norm of a matrix A = (Ay) e M„, i9j = 1, 2 , . . . ,« , is defined 
as | M | | = max {My |, ij = 1,2,.. . ,«}. 
The sets of all continuous and Mimes continuously differentiate functions 
defined on M with values in Nmll be denoted as C(M, N) and C(M, N), respective-
ly. Further, we shall write E(P, I) for the equation (1) with P e C(7, M„). We shall 
(3) 
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take into account only equations with continuous coefficients and their classical 
solutions, however, using the same method, similar results can be obtained in 
Caratheodory's theory of differential equations as well. 
Equations E(P, 7) with P e C(I, L„) correspond to linear homogeneous differential 
equations of the n-th order. For every vector function y = (y±, y2,..., yn) e 
€ Cn(7, Rw) the symbol W\y\ will denote the function of 7 into M„ given by the 
Wronski matrix 
^ b ] ( x ) = yfr), y'i(*)> - . y&*)-
A mapping T = (Tl9 T2) : 7x GL* -* /xM„ will be considered as a pointwise 
transformation if the following assumptions are satisfied: 
(Al) T is a homeomorphism of Ix GL* into /xM„. 
(Bl) For every equation E(P, I) with P e Cr(7, L„) there is a an equation E(R, J) 
with R e C(J, Mn) such that for every solution Y e C\I9 GLn
+) of the equation E(P, 7) 
the couples (/, Z) 
t = T^x, Y(x)), Z = T2(x, Y(x)), 
for x e I form a graph of a function Z{i) representing a solution of E(R9 J) on J. 
Now we are in a position to formulate the main result. 
Theorem 1. A mapping T = (Tt, T2) satisfies the conditions (Al) and (Bl) if 
and only if 
(4) 7\(x, Y) = k{x) 
and either 
(5a) T2(x, Y) = M(x) (det Y)
x YC, k ± - 1/n, 
or 
(5b) T2(x, Y) = M(x) (det Y)
x (Y~ l)*C, X # 1/TI, 
H>/jere 2 e R, C e GLn, fc w a homeomorphism of I onto J having the inverse h e 
e C\J> 7), M6 C(7, GL„) W MoAe C\J, GLn). 
A mapping 71 = (Tt, T2) will be called a pointwise transformation of the first 
order systems if it satisfies (Al) and (Bl), where the condition P e (7(7, Lw) is 




Consequence. A mapping T = (T\, T2) is a pointwise transformation of the first 
order systems if and only if it has the form (4), (5a) or (5b), where X e R, C e GL„, 
k is a homeomorphism of I onto J having the inverse h e C*(/, /) , M e C(7, GL„) 
and Mo h e C\J9 GL„). 
Remark. The pointwise transformation (4), (5) described in Theorem 1 converts 
every equation E(P, I) into the equation 
(6 . Z' = [N'(t) N~
 l(t) + M(t) tr P(h(t)) E + 
1 ' , + h\i) N(t) P(h(t)) iV~ *(')] Z 
in case (5a), or into the equation 
Z' = [N'(t) N-^t) + Xh'(t) tr P(h(t)) E -
K } - h'(t) N(t) P*(h(t)) N~\t)] Z 
in case (5b), where N = Mo h. It can be easily checked from the fact that the 
pointwise transformation converts every solution Y e C\I9 GL„) either into the 
function 
Z{t) = N(f) [det Y(h(t))Y Y(h(t)) C 
or into the function 
z(0 = N(t) [det Y(Kt))f [y-HWO)]* c. 
3. A U X I L I A R Y L E M M A S 
In this section we shall give several lemmas needed in the proof of Theorem 1 
and in the following sections. 
Lemma 1. Let a < b be real numbers, let A,B e GL* and let A\ Bl e R" for all 
i £ n. There is a function y e C°°([a, 6], R") such that 
(a) W[y] (a) = A, W[y-] (6) - B, 
(b) W[y] (x) e GL„+ for every x e [a, 6], 
(c) yil\a) = A\ yW(b) = £*/or «>«y / = n. 
The idea of the proof belongs to V. Sverak (personal communication). We shall 
sketch ii only since the detailed proof would be too long. For details see [2]. 
Without loss of generality we can suppose a = 0 and 6 = 1. First, we shall 
prove that there is a function v e C°°([0, 1], R") satisfying (a) and (b). This fact 
will be written as A J!> B. For every matrix A e GL* define 
G ^ { 5 e GLrt
+, there is a v e C°°([0, 1], R"), A JL> B). 
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We would wish to show that GA = GL* for every A e GL„
+. GL* is connected, 
hence, it is sufficient to prove that G^ is nonempty, open and closed. We can do it 
in the following steps: 
(i) A e GA for every A e GL„
+. 
The function v with the property A 1+ A is taken as a fundamental solution of 
a suitable linear homogeneous differential equation of the «-th order with constant 
coefficients. This fundamental solution has the period 1 and satisfies the initial 
condition W[v\ (0) = A. 
(ii) GA is open. 
Let A J ^ B. There is a S > 0 such that for every C e GL+ with || C - B \\ < d 
there is a function z e C°°([0, 1], Mn), W[z] (0) = 0, W[z] (1) = C - B with the 
norm \\ z\\ = sup || W\z\ (x) || small enough for W[v 4- z] (x) to be an element 
*e[0, 1] 
of the set GL„+ for every x e [0, 1]. Then A V+I, C. 
(iii) Let A9B,Ce GL+. IfB<=GA and CeGB then C e GA. 
(iv) For every B e GL * there is a A > 0 .ywc/j //w/ 5 e G c whenever C e GL* 
awrf||C - B\\ < A. 
Step (i) and considerations similar to those in (ii) are used in the proof of this 
statement. 
(v) GA is closed. 
Let B e GL*, Cj e GA and lim C, = B. Choose A > 0 according to (iv). There 
j->cc 
is a subscript j such that || Cy — Z? || < J. Then (iv) implies B e GCj, and according 
to (iii), we get B e Gx. 
We have proved the existence of a function v e C°°([0,1], Rn), which satisfies 
(a) and (b) of Lemma 1. One can find a function ze C°°([0,1], R") such that 
z(l)(0) = z(0(l) = 0 for 0 £ f-£ II - 1, 
z(0(0) = ,4' - r(l)(0) for / ^ w, 
z(0(i) = B
1 - t?(i)(l) for i £ H, 
with the norm || z || = sup {|| W[z\ (AT) J|, x e [0, 1]} sufficiently small for 
W\y + z] (x) to be an element of GL* for every x e [0,1]. If we put y = v + z, 
we get a required function satisfying (a), (b) and (c). 
Lemma 2. Every continuous homomorphism x • GL* -• GLJ1" Aa? the form 




Pr o o f. In [1] it is derived that every continuous homomorphism of GLB into GLj 
is of the form (7). Similarly one proves that every continuous homomorphism x: 
GL* -» GLj1* can be extended to a continuous homomorphism x '• GLn -> GI^, 
see [2]. So the statement of Lemma 2 follows directly from the description of all 
continuous homomorphisms of GL„ into GL t . 
Lemma 3. Every continuous monomorphism G: GL* -• GL* is either of the form 
(8a) G(A) = (det A)xC~lAC, k * ~—, 
n 
or of the form 
(8b) G(A) = {AttAf C\A'lYC9 k * —, 
H>A*T<? AeR, CeGL„. 
Proof. First, we prove that every continuous monomorphism G on GL* is 
already an automorphism. Let U be a compact neighbourhood of the unit matrix 
in GL*. G is a homeomorphism of U on G(U) and that is why G is a homeo-
morphism on the interior int U of U as well. From the properties of homeo-
morphisms on open sets in the Euclidian spaces it follows that <7(int U) is an open 
neighbourhood of the unit matrix in GL*. Consequently, G(GL*) is a subgroup 
of GL* containing a neighbourhood of the unit matrix. Since GL* is connected 
topological group, we have G(GLn
+) = GL*. (See [3].) 
Further, det G is a continuous homomorphism of GL* on R+ = GL^ and, 
according to Lemma 2, it has the form (7) with k ¥> 0. Hence, G(SLn) = SL„. 
For every A e GL* there is a unique A G R + and Be SL„ such that 
(9) A = aB, 
where a = (det A)i/n. The automorphism G maps the centre of GL* onto itself 
that is why 
G(aE) = X(a)E, 
where % is a continuous real multiplicative function on R+. Hence we get 
X(«) = av, 
where v •£ 0, because G is an automorphism. According to [4] all automorphisms 
on SL» have the form B -* C~1BC or B -+ C_1(5_1)*C with CeGL„. From 
this fact and from (9) we get 
G{A) = G(aB) - G(aE) G(B) = *(a) G(B) 
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and further either 
G(A) = cFC-^BC = d-lC-xAC = (dot A)x C1 AC9 
where X = + , or 
n n 
G(A) = avC-l(B-l)*C = ay+lC-\A-x) *C = ( d e t ^ C " 1 ^ " 1 ) * ^ 
u • i v + 1 1 
where A = 4= —. 
n n 
4. P R O O F OF T H E O R E M 1 
One can easily find out that the transformations described by the formulae (4) 
and (5a) or (5b) satisfy the assumptions (Al) and (Bl). The proof of the converse 
statement will be given in several steps. 
I. We shall show that T1 is independent of the variable Y. For / e / denote 
St = ({t} x M„) n T(Ix GL+). According to (Bl), St ^ 0 for every t e / . 
First, we shall prove that for every t e J there is a unique x = h(i) e I such that 
T~\St) c {x}xGL„
+. On the contrary, suppose there are (xl9 Yl)9(x29 Y2)e 
e IxGL*, xt # x 2 , such that Tt(xi9 Ff) = t for i = 1, 2. According to Lemma 1 
there is a function y e C°°(7, R") such that W\y\ is a solution of some equation 
E(P, I) with Pe C°°(/, L„) and W[>] (xf) = Ff for / = 1, 2. The transformation T 
converts the function W[y\ into a function, which is contradictory to the fact that 
T(xi9Yt)eStfoTi = 1,2. 
Now it is sufficient to prove that h is injective. Let Y e C1^, GL*) be a solution 
of some equation E(P91) with P e (7(19 LB). T transforms the function Y in some 
function Z on the interval / . If tx9t2 e / , /x # tl9 there are xx, x2 e J, Xj ^ x 2 > 
such that T(xi9 Y^xJ) = (*,, Z(0) f°
r ' = h 2. Hence Afo) = xx # JC2 = A(f2). 
Consequently, 
Tx{x9Y) = k(x)9 
where fc is a homeomorphism of J onto / with the inverse function h. Put 
F(t9 Y) = r2(A(0, F). 
Then the mapping T converts every solution YeCl(I> GL*) of some equation 
E(P91) with P e (7(7, L„) into the function 
(10) Z(t) = F(t9 Y(h(t)). 




(a) Let Be GL+, D e M„ be fixed. If for some solution Ye C^I, GL+) of some 
equation^E(P,I) with Pe(7(I9 Ln) there holds 
(11) F(t, Y(h(i)) B) = F(t, Y(h(t))) D on J, 
then (11) is fulfilled for every equation E(P91) with P e (7(1, LB) and every its solution 
YeC\l,GLt). 
(b) Let x €{ + , - } be fixed and let F(t, Y(h(t))) e CX(J, GL*) for some solution 
YeC\ly GLn
+) of some equation E(P, I) with PeC(I, L„). Then the same holds 
for every equation E(P, I) with P e C(/, L„) and for every its solution Y e Cl(I, GL*). 
Let us prove (a). Let Yi e C
l(I, GL*) be a solution of some equation with a coeffi-
cient in C(I, Ln) satisfying (11). Let Y2 be an arbitrary solution of some equation 
with a coefficient in Cr(7, L„). Choose a,bel,a<b. Then / = Ix u [a, ft] u I2, 
where It, I2 are open intervals, It n [<z, b] = 0 for / = 1, 2. Lemma 1 implies 
the existence of a function Y eCl(I> GL*) which is a solution of some equation 
E(P91) with P e C
r(7, L„) and Y = Yt for i = 1, 2. YB is a solution of this equation 
as well. The transformation T converts this equation into an equation E(R, J) 
with solutions F(f, Y(h(t))) and F(t9 Y(h(i)) B). Since (11) is fulfilled for Y on the 
interval A""1^) cr 7, it is also satisfied for Y on the whole interval as well as for Y2 
on the interval h~l(I2). Hence, (11) is satisfied for Y2 on /. 
The proof of (b) is analogous to that of (a). 
III. Let E(P, I) with PeCr(I, Ln) be a fixed equation. The transformation T 
converts it into an equation E(R9 J), Re C(J, M„). Consider their solutions Ye 
e Cj(7, GL+) and ZeCl(J9 GL„), respectively. Define the mapping G: GL+ -• Mn 
in the following way 
G(B) = D iff F(t9 Y(h(t)) B) = Z(t) D. 
The mapping G has these properties: 
(a) G is a homeomorphism ofGL* into GLJ, where o e { + , — }. 
(b) Let Be GL+, DeMtt be fixed. If for some A e GL+ there holds 
(12) G(AB) = G(A)D, 
then (12) is satisfied for every A e GL*. 
We are going to prove that G is continuous. Let Bje GL* for j = 1, 2, ... 
and lim Bj = B e GL+. Put G(Bj) = Dj9 G(B) = Z). Then we get 
lim Z(0 Dj = lim F(f, K(ft(0) Bj) = F(f, F(A(0) #) = Z(t) D. 
Since Z{t) 6 GL„, we have lim Dj = D and G is continuous. 
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Let Bi9B2eGL*9 Bx # B2. Foi every xel we have Y(x)Bt i- Y(x) B1$ 
Tis a homeomorphism hence Z(t) G(Bt) # Z(t) G(B2) and we get G(B{) # G(i?2). 
G is a continuous injective mapping defined on the open subset of the Euclidian 
space. Local compactness and considerations similar to those in the proof of 
Lemma 3 imply that G maps open sets on open sets and is a homeomorphism. 
Since GL+ u GL~ is dense in M„ there is a B e GL+ such that G(B) e GL* for 
some a e { + , - } . According to (b) in II, G(GL„+) e GL£. 
(b) is a consequence of (a) in II. 
IV. Let Y be the function appearing in the definition of G. According to (a) 
of the previous step, F(t9 Y(h(t)))eC
l(J, GI# for fixed as { + , - } . Therefore, 
let us specify the mapping G so that in its definition we choose Z(t) = F(t9 Y(h(t))). 
Then G defined in this way satisfies again (a) an (b) in HI, and moreover, we get 
G(E) = E and G(GLn
+) c GL*. Now we shall show that this G is a homomorphism 
of GL+ into GL+-. 
Let A e GL+ be fixed. Then. G(A) e GL + and for every B e GL+ there is 
a matrix D such that 
G(AB) = G(A) D. 
According to (b) is III this formula is satisfied for all matrices from GL* on the 
place of A. The choice A = E gives 
G(B) = D. 
Hence 
G(AB) = G(A) G(B) 
and G is a continuous monomorphism of GL* into GL*. 
V. According to (a) in II and the definition of G, we get for all the equations 
E(P9 I) with PeC\U L„) and all their solutions Y e C\I9 GL+) the relation 
(13) F(t9Y(Kt))B) = F(t,Y(h(t))G(B)9 
where B is an arbitrary matrix from GL*. For any te J we can find a solution 
Y e Cl(I9 GL+) of some equation E(P91) with PeC
r(I, L„) such that Y(h(t)) = E. 
Then (13) yields 
F(t9B) = F(trE)G{B). 
Here G is a continuous monomorphism of GL* into GL+ and hence, according 
to Lemma 3, we get either 
T2(x, Y) = M(x) (det Y)




° r T2(x, Y) = M(x) (det Y)
x (Y~lrC, X * —, 
ni 
where M(x) = F(fc(x), jj) C~\ X e R and C e GL„. 
VI. The transformation T converts every function Y e Cx(7, GL^) into either 
(14a) Z(0 = N(t) [det Y(fc(0)]A HMO) C, A * - - , 
or 
(14b) Z(t) « N(t) [det y(fc(f))]* [Y" 'WO)] *C, A * ^ , 
where N — Mo h. It remains to be proved h e C*(7, I) and Ne C*(/, GL„). 
Let F1? Y2eC\l, GL+) be solutions of the equations E(PX,I) and E(P2,I) 
with Pi, P2 e C
r(/> Lw), respectively. Moreover, let us choose Px and P2
 s u ch that 
Pi W 9* P2OO for every x e 7 and tr Pt = tr P2 s 0 on the whole interval 7. Then 
det Y2 are constants and 
(yf'iy'Cx) = (vr1)'W n w + V w y 2 « = 
= - y r W i t o raW + ^r
xWP2(x) y2(x) = 
= y r 'w [P 2 W - pt(x)] y2(x) # 0. 
The functions Yx and y2 are converted into the functions Zx and Z2 by the trans-
formation T. In the case (14a) we obtain 
c{z^z2){t)c^ = a(yr
Ay2)(ft(0) 
and, similarly, in case (14b) 
c(z2- %) (0 c-
l = fc(yrl ̂ 2)* WO), 
where a, b are nonzero constants. The left-hand sides of both equalities are con-
tinuously differentiable functions and the right-hand sides are matrix functions 
of the form Voh, where Ve Cl(7, GL+) and h e C(7, /). Since V\x) * 0 for all 
x€ /, we get A e C^/, /). Now, the condition Ne C*(7, GL„) follows immediately 
from (14). The proof of Theorem 1 is completed. 
5. APPLICATION 
In this section we shall deal again with equations (1), where P e C(7, Ln) of 
P 6 C(7, M„) but solutions are now considered to be column vectors. In this case 
a mapping t: 7xR" -• Jx Rn 
z = T2(X, y), 
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is usually understood as pointwise transformation. Under the condition that t is 
a C-diffeomorphism in [5] Wilczynski found the most general form of the trans-
formation (15) converting every equation (1) in variables x, y with PeCn^x(J9 M„) 
into an equation of the same kind in variables t and z. We shall show that the 
transformation (15) can be considered as a special case of transformations examined 
in the previous sections. Using Theorem 1 we shall derive the general form of such 
transformations without assumptions of differentiability. 
We shall take into account transformations (15) with the following properties: 
(A2) T = (xl9 T2) is a homeomorphism o / / x R " into /xR". 
(B2) For every equation E(P9 I) with PeC\I9 LB) (or PeC(I9 M„)) there is an 
equation E(R9 J) with R e C(J, M„) such that for every solution y e C
X(I9 R") of the 
equationE(P, I) the couples*(t9 z) 
t = xt(x, y(x))9 z = x2(x9 y(x)) 
for x e I form a graph of a function z(t) representing a solution of the equation E{R9 J). 
Theorem 2. Let n ^ 2. Every transformation satisfying (A2) and (B2) is of the 
form 
1 ' *i{x9y) = M(x)y9 
where k is a homeomorphism between I and J with the inverse function h e C1(/, / ) 
and M e C(I9 GL„), MoheC\J9 GL„). 
Proof. First, we prove that TX depends only on the variable x. For ts / p u t 
St = (WxR") n T( /XR") . According to (B2), St ^ 0 for every teJ. Suppose 
there is a teJ and (xl9yl)9 ( x 2 j j ; 2 ) e /xR
B , xx ^ xl9 such that %\(xi9y}) = t 
for / = 1,2. According to Lemma 1 for yx ^ 0 and y2 ¥> 0 or for yx = y2 = 0, 
there is a solution y <= C\I9 R") of some equation E(P91) with P e C{J, Ln), y(xt) = 
= y% for / = 1,2. The transformation r converts the function y into a function, 
which contradicts to Xi(xi9y(xd) = / for / = 1, 2. 
Since t is a homeomorphism, r^1(St) is an ^-dimensional manifold with the 
following properties: 
(i) If (xi9 y() e r "
1 ^ ) and yi ^ 0 for i = 1, 2, then xt = x2. 
(ii) There is at most one x e / such that (x, 0) e T " " 1 ^ ) . 
Hence for every t e J there is a unique x = h(i) such that T"" 1 ^) = {*} * Rw« The 
proof that A is a homeomorphism of / on / can be performed in the same Way as 
in Section 4. 
Denote by k the inverse function of h and for every matrix Y e GL* with columns 
F, e R n , l ^ / £ w, define 
7\(x, F) = k(x\ 
K ' T2(x9 Y) = (t2(x, r j , t2(x, F 2 ) , . . . , t2(x, F,)). 
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The transformation T satisfies the assumptions (Al) and (Bl) and, therefore, 
according to Theorem 1 we have 
T2(x, Y) - M(x) G(Y)9 
where M e C(I, GLB) and G is a continuous monomorphism of GL* into itself. 
Because of T2 being defined by (17) there exists a mapping g : R
n\{0} -> R" 
such that 
(18) G(Y) = (g(Y1)9g(Y2), ...,g(Yn)). 
Taking into account (18) one can show with the aid of Lemma 3 that 
G(Y) = Y 
and, consequently, 
*2(x, y) = M(x) y 
for every y e Rn\{0}. From the continuity of T2 it is valid for y — 0 as well. The 
fact that h e C\J9 I) and Mo h e C\J9 GL„), follows from Theorem 1. 
6. POINTWISE TRANSFORMATIONS OF SYSTEMS (1) 
INTO SINGLE SCALAR EQUATIONS 
First, we shall describe all pointwise transformations T = (Tl9T2): Ix GL* -* 
-+ / x R 
/ = rx(x, F), 
z = T2(x, Y)9 
converting every system of equations (1) with PeC(I, L„) or PeC(I, Mn) into 
a single scalar equation 
z' = pit) z9 
with p e C( / , A) on the interval / . 
Let T satisfy the following conditions 
(A3) T : Ix GL* -* JxRis a continuous mapping and T2 is not identically zero, 
(B3) For every equation E(P91) with Pe (7(1, L„) (or PeC(I, M„)) there is an 
equation E(p9 J) with p e C( / , A) such that if Ye C\I, GL+) is a solution ofE(P9 / ) 
then T is infective on the graph of the function Y and for xel the couples (t9 z) 
' ~ 7\(*> Y(x))9 z = T2(x9 Y(x)). 
form a graph of a function z(i) representing a solution of E{p9 J). 
Theorem 3. A mapping T « ( ^ y Tj sathfies (A3) and (B3) if and only if 
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where XeR, k is a homeomorphism of I on J having the inverse function h9 he 
e CX(J9 I) for X # 0 and u = vo he C
x{Jy R\{0}). Moreover, the transformation 
(19) converts every equation E(P91) into the equation 
Z' = [l|f + mt)trP(h(t))^z. 
Proof. Let T satisfy (B3) and (Z3). Analogously to Section 4 we can prove 
that r, is independent of the variable Y. We put 
k(x) = T,(x9 Y)9 
F(t9Y) = T2(h(t),Y), 
where h is the inverse function to k. In the same way as in the proof of Theorem \r 
for all the equations E(P91) with P e C
r(/, L„) and all their solutions Y e C\I9 GL+> 
we derive the relation 
(21) Fit, Y{h{t)) B) = Fit, Yihit))) xiB), 
where / is a continuous homomorphism of GL* into GL]J". Let / e J be fixed and 
let YeCx{I9 GL+) be a solution of some equation E(P91)9 PeC(I L„) such that 
Y(h(t)) = E. Substituting this Y into (21) and using Lemma 2 we get 
F(t9 B) = F(t9 E) (det E)
x = u(t) fdet B)x. 
T2 is not identically zero, hence, there exists a solution Y e C
X(I9 GL+) of some 
equation E(P91) such that 
(22) z(0 = u(t) (det Y(h{i)))x 
is not identically 0. Since z is a solution of a scalar equation of the first order, 
z(t) T* 0 for every t e / and that is why u(t) # 0 on / . If X = 0 we have immediately 
ue CX(J9 R\{0}). If X # 0, for every t0 e J we can find solutions Yi9Y2e 
e Cl(I9 GL+) of two different equations (1) with the coefficients in C
r(I, L„) 
such that 
' d e t ^ ' 
detY2 
WO) * 0 
on a neighbourhood of the point f0. Writing equalities (22) for Yx and Y2 instead 
of Y and dividing the former by the latter, we obtain 
* i « -(££)w *2(0 
The left-hand side of this formula is a function of the class C1 and the function 
(det Fj/det Y2)
x has the inverse function of the class C1 on some neighbouhood 
of r0. Hence, h is of the class C
1 on this neighbourhood. Then from (22) we get 
u e Cl(J9 R\{0}). Putting v = uo k, this part of the proof is over. 
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It is easy to find out that every transformation (19) satisfies (A3) and (B3). By 
differentiation of (22) one can make sure that the transformation (19) converts 
every equation E(P, I) into the equation (20). 
Remark. There is a possibility to generalize Theorem 3 and to describe all 
pointwise transformations converting every system (1) with PeC(I, LM) or P e 
€ C(/, M„) into a system (1) of order m, 1 g m < n. The proof would be proceeded 
similarly as those of Theorem 1 and Theorem 3. It is based on the fact, the author 
have learnt recently, that every continuous homomorphism G: GL* -• GL+, 
1 <£ m < n, is of the form 
G{A) = exp [C log (det A)], 
00 
where CeMm and exp B = £ B^il, ([6]). 
i = 0 
Consider the assumptions 
(A4) T = ( J \ , T2) is a continuous mapping of I x GL+ into JxMm,T(Ix GL+) n 
n(7xGLm) 5*0. 
(B4) For every equation E(P, I) with Pe Cr(7, LM) or Pe C(7, M„) there is an 
equation E(R, J) with R e C(J9 Mm) such that for every solution Ye C
X(I, GL+) 
of the equation E(P, I) the mapping T is injective on the graph of the function Y and 
the couples (t, Z) 
f = 7\ = 7\(x, Y(x))9 Z = T2{x, Y(x)) 
for x e I form a graph of a function Z{i) representing a solution ofE(R, J). 
For 1 ^ m < n the following generalization of Theorem 3 holds: 
A mapping T = (7\ , T2) satisfies (A4) and (B4) if and only if 
T^x, Y) = k(x)9 
T2(x, Y) = M(x) exp [C log (det F)], 
where k is a homeomorphism of I on J having the inverse h, C e Mm, h e C
1(/, /) 
for C ± 0, M e C(7, GLJ and Mo he Cl(J, GLm). 
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